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The phenomenal growth of the DVD medium is seen by many as an excellent opportunity to bring important
films of the present and past to audiences worldwide. Among the anxiously awaited issues, long overdue, has
been Jean Renoir’s 1938 masterpiece La bête humaine, adopted from the eponymous novel by Emile Zola. Set
in the closely-knit community of Le Havre’s cheminots, or railwaymen, this major work of the French pre-war
poetic realism focuses on the gentle engineer Lantier (Jean Gabin) and his tragic struggle with hereditary
insanity. The past haunts other characters of the story as well, especially the abused Sévérine (Simone
Simon) who, like Thomas Hardy’s Tess, is unable to escape her socially pre-determined fateful trajectory.
Renoir’s realistic mise-en-scène, exemplified through his brilliant introductory credit-title sequence, unusual
for the 1930s style, influenced the French nouvelle vague two decades later. The director’s editing mastery
is matched by Gabin’s unforgettable understated performance.
Criterion delivered the goods everyone was waiting for so long: an uncensored edition in a new, restored
high-definition transfer, Jean Renoir’s personal introduction to the film, interview with Director Peter Bog-
danovich, archival footage with Simone Simon, interviews with Jean Renoir, Zola scholar Henri Mitterand,
photographs, theatrical trailer, and a 38-page booklet.
Figure 1: LA BÊTE HUMAINE DVD (Jean Renoir, 1938.) NTSC, R-1, DVD-9. Criterion Collection.
Subtitled. 38pp booklet. USD 29.95 (discounts).
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